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**Skyward (SKY01)**

Skyward is 9” high min., by 5.5” wide. Skyward (at right) has an uplifting motion and it swirls to form an incredibly beautiful sculptural piece. Bubble inclusions and iridescent glass throughout give the form a visual complexity and make the cremated remains less apparent. Iridescent upgrade included.

---

**ON THE COVER**

**Enduring Fountains**

E001IRD-SMALL small pulsar iridescent  
E001IRD-LARGE large purple iridescent  

**Small Enduring Fountain** is 4” high, weighs approx. 4 lbs.  
**Large Enduring Fountain** is 5.5” high min., approx. 6 lbs.

---

**Memorial Tributes & Encased Memories color choices (colors may vary slightly)**

Light colors will be harder to see cremated remains

---

**Iridescent Upgrades**

Our glass containing the Iridescent Upgrade has fantastic multi-colored and reflective properties. This glass appears to have more than one color at the same time; the colors shift depending on the angle of view.
Memorial Tributes

Glass Remembrance Memorial Tributes include Flames, Skywards, Ornaments, Flowers and Fountains. All of the tributes contain a small portion of your loved one’s cremated remains blended into the molten glass. More product styles and photos are available on our website. All of our memorials list minimum sizes; sizes can vary slightly larger.

Perennial Flames (P005-SMALL), (P005- LARGE)

Our Perennial Flame Sculpture comes in two sizes. The large is 5” x 7” and the small is 4” x 5.5”. Both are made in your choice of color with a beautiful iridescent glass swirled around with the cremated remains of your loved one. Iridescent upgrade included. Purple and red pictured above.

Memorial colors available on page 2.
Our Encased Memories preserve perishable items that would be destroyed by the high temperatures of molten glass. Items like jewelry, hair, flowers and pet collars can now be showcased in a beautiful glass sculpture. After we receive your precious keepsake, we place it inside a hollow chamber in the sculpture and seal it with a special UV light-activated glass epoxy. This preserves your unique memorial forever.

(Items shown inside encasements not included.)

Encased Memories Colors are available on page 2. Colors may vary slightly.
Eternal Bloom Flower (E002)

Eternal Bloom Flower is 12” in length with a green stem and your loved one’s cremated remains swirled in the flower petals.

Celestial Marble (MRB01)

Our perfectly round marbles are 3.25” in diameter and are available in special color palettes unique to this piece. The iridescent glass twists with the cremated remains for a celestial feeling. This piece is truly a marble, so we include a marble ring for standing. MORE COLORS ON WEBSITE.

Ornaments

Your loved one’s cremated remains are mixed in throughout the glass in the entire piece. Our ornaments have a loop for hanging. Ornament colors available on page 2.

- Everlasting Icicle (E003); 8.5” high. Light Aqua
- Timeless Sphere (T001IRID) iridescent; 3.5” across. Purple
- Solace (S001IRID) iridescent; 5.5” high. Pulsar
- Black & White Spiral
- Summer Spiral
- Spring Spiral
The Photo Wreath frames your loved ones with an artistic black and white, laser engraved photo, surrounded by a wreath of colored iridescent glass and their cremated remains. It comes in two sizes: 6” across, 2.5” thick for the small and 7.75” across, 3” thick for the large.

Only one person in a photograph for the small photo wreaths. Up to two people in a photo for a large photo wreath, but the heads must be very close together.
Boundless Heart
The Boundless Hearts are available in 3” or 4” min. diameter. Cremated remains are swirled in the center of the heart in your choice of colored glass. **Stands are sold separately.**
**Memorial Colors are available on page 2. Colors may vary slightly.**
Additional fee applies for etching.

Boundless Heart Iridescent Upgrade, in pulsar is pictured above. (B001IRID)

Pocket Stones
Our pocket stones are available in all the colors of the iridescent memorial line on page 2. The stones are our smallest memorial, approximately 1.5” x .75” and are meant to be held in your hand. The cremated remains are mixed into the iridescent glass. Shapes and sizes vary slightly since they are not made with a mold. Etching is available, but can be difficult to see on the light colors.

**Memorial Colors are available on page 2. Colors may vary slightly.**
For Him  The Cross, Helix and Rhombic pendants are available in your choice of color with a silver or a gold plated bail and come with a leather cord. The color might vary slightly and the cremated remains in these tributes might be less apparent, since they are mixed into the multicolored glass.

Cross (C001) Dimensions: Large — 1.75” x 1”; Small — 1.25” x .75”
(Measurement does not include the length of the bail)

Helix (H001) Dimensions: 1” not including the size of the bail

Rhombic Pendant (R001) Dimension: 1.5” x .75” not including the size of the bail.

Key Chain (KEY001)
Glass in sterling silver bezel is 20 mm. Chain and ring are stainless steel.
Available in all the colors in the men’s line.

Cuff Links (CUFF001)
The Cuff Links are available in your choice of color in the men’s line. The glass portion is 12 mm in size. The bezel that contains the glass is made of sterling silver. The color might vary slightly and the cremated cremains in these tributes might be less apparent, since they are mixed into the multicolored glass.
Glass Remembrance jewelry is handmade by artists who create a wearable work of art, that contains a portion of the actual cremated remains of your loved one.

For Her

Swirling Galaxy Memory (S002)

Swirling Galaxy Memory is available with a silver or gold plated bail. It contains cremated remains swirling around iridescent glass. Each pendant is available in two sizes; Large—approximately .75” across, Small—.68” (not including the bail.) Actual sizes pictured below.

French Hook Earrings (EAR001)

Our Glass Earring line has a timeless elegance, achieved by combining solid sterling silver, Swarovski® crystals, and a glass pearl containing your loved one's cremains. All the earrings are solid sterling silver and made in the USA.

Sterling silver:
French Hook Earrings: total length - 1” (EAR001-FRENCH)
9mm Glass Pearl containing your loved one's cremated remains.
(Earrings pictured, not to size) See page 10 for color choices.
Perfect & Lasting Memory beads fit large hole bead systems and are custom made with sterling silver insets. Beads pictured below are actual size. (Dimensions: 8x16 mm, 5 mm inside). Bracelets must be purchased separately and are not available through Glass Remembrance. Colors may vary slightly.

Perfect Memory Iridescent (IR-555)
This iridescent upgrade adds sparkle to any Perfect Memory bead. Iridescent does not match Memorial Line Iridescent. (Red iridescent, pictured left.)

Perfect Memory (P001)

Lasting Memory Dotted Bead (L002)
The cremated remains are less apparent behind the dots of the Lasting Memory.
Solid Sterling Silver & 14K Gold Pearl Pendants

Each style of pendant is available in solid sterling silver or solid 14K Gold.

Our Glass Pearl line of pendants have a timeless elegance.

The glass pearl containing your loved one’s cremated remains can be made in any of our “Perfect Memory Bead” colors shown at left.
Precious Metal Hearts
Sterling Silver and 14K Gold

The elegant Precious Metal Hearts have either 14K Gold or Sterling Silver added inside the glass. The design of the precious metal inside is uniquely determined by the flow of the silver or gold within the glass. The hearts are available in your choice of color and come with a silver or gold plated bail. Precious Metal Hearts contain the cremated remains swirling around a colored center.

Precious Metal Sterling Silver Hearts (S005)

Pulsar, Blue, Lavender, Purple, Green

Precious Metal Gold Hearts (G001)

Pulsar, Blue, Lavender, Purple, Green
Loving Memory Plain Glass Hearts (L001)

Loving Memory Hearts contain cremated remains swirling around a colored center, available with gold or silver plated bail. The hearts are available in all the colors of the Precious Metal Hearts. Color may vary slightly. Hearts are .75” (not including the bail.)

Loving Memory Iridescent Hearts (L001-IRID)

Loving Memories can have iridescent sparkles added to any of the colors for an additional charge.

Chains 18” in solid silver, gold and white gold

AN01-SILVER
AN01-GOLD-WHT
AN01-GOLD-YLW
Our MemoriMetals creations are metal rainbow-colored crystals grown with love. Each metal crystal is grown from your loved one’s cremated remains deep inside. The MemoriMetals crystal’s message is of transformation and change, helping to adapt with calm assurance.

This natural process makes each item unique with its own shape and color saturation. We cannot predict the exact shape nor the exact amount of any one color in them.

They are fragile so please do not drop them. If one does break the metal can be sharp to the touch. Due to the nature of metal, the actual cremated remains will not be visible.
The MemoriMetals Geode (pictured on left) is a metal hemisphere that opens to a rainbow display of crystals formed inside. Each Geode is a one-of-a-kind home as individual as the cremated remains it surrounds.

The MemoriMetals Geode — MM-Geode
Minimum size 4” across x 1.25” deep, with a black wood stand. Engraved nameplate available for an extra cost.

The MemoriMetals Crystal (below) is an original crystal lattice structure formed with your loved one’s cremated remains deep inside. It has a unique shape and rainbow pattern housed under a beautiful glass dome.

The MemoriMetal Crystal — MM-Crystal
Minimum size is 2” across and comes with a glass dome and black wood base. The dome is 4.5”h x 4.75”w. Engraving on the dome is an extra cost. The crystal is fragile; for decorative purposes only.
Hurricane Candle Holder
(CANDLE-SMALL, CANDLE-LARGE)
The Hurricane candle holders offer a family a unique way of memorializing their loved one with illumination. Available in two sizes small 3.5” w x 5.25” high, and large 5” w x 6.75” high. Both are made with your choice of colored base with a beautiful iridescent glass swirled around with the cremated remains of your loved one. Battery LED candle included. See Memorial Colors page 2.

Tea Light Candle Holder
Tealight Candle Holder (TEALIGHT)
The Tealight candle glow makes this a perfect memorial for your loved one. It measures 3” w x 1.75” h. The cremated remains of your loved one swirls around your choice of our memorial line iridescent colors. Battery LED candle included. Fits tealight candles 1.5” wide. Additional fee applies for etching of up to 20 characters. Etching available on the bottom only. Tea light at left, red iridescent.